Can the “Father of Lights” Give Birth?
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Regular readers of Priscilla Papers will be familiar with those
(“first fruits”). In any case, the word in question is apokueo,
apokueoœ not
standard biblical texts one points to when discussing feminine
kuoœ and it is clearly not appropriate to translate a word based on
kuo,
imagery for God. We read, for example, of God extending a motha secondary meaning of a cognate word.
er’s care in Isaiah 66:13, “As a mother comforts her child, so I will
The verb, apokueoœ, occurs twice in the first chapter of James
comfort you” (nrsv). Similarly, Jesus longs to offer
ffer such comfort
ff
(1:15, 18). It is otherwise absent from the Greek Bible (though
and protection in Matthew 23:37
37 (also in Luke 13:24), “Jerusalem,
present in the non-canonical 4 Maccabees 15:17, “O woman, who
Jerusalem…How often have I desired to gather your children
alone gave birth to such complete devotion!” [nrsv]). In James
together as a hen gathers her
1:15 it is in a sequence that moves
brood under her wings” (nrsv).¹
“Several modern translations remove logically from desire, to temptaIn addition to motherly comfort,
tion, to conception, to birth, to
this birth language from verse 18,
other common texts speak of God
death: “But one is tempted by
nursing and giving birth (e.g.,
perhaps deeming it an inappropriate one’s own desire, being lured
Num. 11:12; Deut. 32:18; Isa. 42:14).
and enticed by it; then, when that
metaphor
for
God.”

The imagery of giving birth
desire has conceived, it gives birth
also occurs in a less common text.
to sin, and that sin, when it is fully
The text is less common for a specific and important reason—
grown, gives birth to death” (1:14–15, nrsv
nrsv, italics added).
namely, its imagery has often been suppressed in the copying and
Several modern translations, however, remove this birth
translating of scripture. The verse is James 1:18, which, together
language from verse 18, perhaps deeming it an inappropriate
with verse 17, is provided below:
metaphor for God. The asv (1901), rsv (1946), nasb (1960), nkjv
Every generous act of giving, with every perfect gift, is from
above, coming down from the Father of lights, with whom
there is no variation or shadow due to change. In fulfillment of
his own purpose he gave us birth by the word of truth, so that
we would become a kind of first fruits of his creatures. (nrsv)
The word translated “gave birth” is apokueo.
apokueoœ A quick check
of lexicons reveals the word’s core meaning as “give birth to.”²
Passive forms can refer to the child—“to be born.”³ The shorter
kueoœ which is absent from the Greek Bible, means to “bear in the
kueo,
womb, be pregnant with.”⁴ Passive forms of kueoœ can refer to an
embryo or fetus.⁵ Thus, the prefixed preposition apo (“from”)
moves the word from “be pregnant” to “give birth.” The less common cognate kuoœ means “to conceive.”⁶ It is absent from the New
Testament, but occurs twice in the Septuagint (Isa. 59:4, 13).
Of the three words defined above (apokueo
apokueoœ kueo,
apokueo,
kueoœ kuo),
kuoœ the one
which occasionally shifts to the male contribution in reproduction is kuo,
kuoœ which in the aorist can be translated “impregnate.”⁷
Does James teach that God “impregnated us,” perhaps reflecting
the view that a father’s descendants are present in his loins and he
implants them into the mother (see, for example, Heb. 7:9–10)?
Surely not. In James 1:18 the accusative direct object “us” and the
following clause (“so that we would become a kind of first fruits
of his creatures” [nrsv]) clearly eliminate this possibility. While
such a scenario would make God the father, it would also make
James and his readers (“us”) both the mother and the children

(1982), and esv (2001) veil the metaphor’s birth imagery by translating the verb, apokueo,œ with the clause, “he brought us forth.”
Each of these five versions, however, maintains the birth imagery
when the same word occurs a few sentences earlier in verse 15.
James Moffatt
ffatt (1913) keeps the birth imagery but distances it from
ff
God by making the verb passive, “that we should be born.” J. B.
Phillips (1958) both removes the birth imagery from the subject
and introduces masculine language for the object, “he made us his
own sons.” The Living Bible (1971) paraphrases with “he gave us
our new lives,” and the New Living Translation (1996) has “he chose
to make us his own children.” Happily, some more recent translations have not dismissed the natural meaning of the verb, apokueo.
apokueoœ
The nrsv (1989) has “he gave us birth,” and both niv (1973) and
tniv (2002) translate, “He chose to give us birth.”
Translators are not alone; the New Testament manuscript
tradition similarly bears a tendency to dismiss the birth imagery
from James 1:18. Perhaps the natural and feminine connotations
of apokueoœ were objectionable to some scribes. These scribes
instead passed on to us a text with the more generic poieo,
poieoœ
“make,” which they apparently considered a more suitable activity for “the Father of lights.” Twenty-two Greek manuscripts
from the eleventh through the sixteenth centuries, as well as the
seventh-century revision of the Syriac Bible prepared by Thomas
of Harkel, read “he made us” rather than “he gave birth to us” at
James 1:18. Not surprisingly, none of these manuscripts, Greek or
Syriac, eliminates the birth metaphor from James 1:15.⁸
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“We do well to remind ourselves that

metaphors mirror meaning and imagery
influences interpretation. It is, therefore, the responsibility of those who
bring scripture into modern hands and
minds to take these metaphors and
images seriously.” 
Having noted what happened, it is also important to ask why
it happened. Why have numerous scribes and translators avoided
mention of God metaphorically giving birth in James 1:18?
One possible reason is the mention of God as “Father of
lights” in James 1:17. Perhaps the shift from paternal title to
maternal metaphor seemed too abrupt to some scribes and
translators, and they therefore took liberties with the text. Other
New Testament passages display similarly inverted metaphors. In
Galatians 4:19, for example, in one sentence Paul is first a father
(“My little children”), then Paul is a mother in labor (“for whom
I am again suffering
ffering birth pains”), and finally Christ himself is
ff
in the womb of Paul’s readers (“until Christ is formed in you”).
These abrupt shifts of metaphor, however, have not resulted in
scribal or translational oddities like those at James 1:18.
Another possible reason is that some translators have detected
a botanical metaphor in James 1:17–18. “From above” speaks of
the sky, while “heavenly lights” and “shifting shadows” suggest
the sun and its movement. Perhaps sunshine or rain is “coming
down.” The word in question, apokueo,
apokueoœ then refers to the maturing of plants which become “first fruits.” Indeed, kueoœ (though
not apokueo)
apokueoœ is used of the flowering of plants.⁹ Given such a
context, translating apokueoœ “produce” or “bring forth” is not
inappropriate. It is not, however, the reading that most naturally suggests itself. It should be noted that no Greek manuscript
has changed apokueoœ to a word with a more clearly botanical
semantic domain than poieo,
poieoœ such as akmazoœ (“ripen”), blastanoœ
(“sprout”), or phuoœ (“grow”).¹⁰
A more probable reason for opting against the birth metaphor
is the discomfort some scribes and translators have for a feminine image of God. In other contexts as well, textual criticism has
provided the vantage point for observing the marginalization of
women by scribes and translators.¹¹
One irony that makes this marginalizing especially striking is
its preservation by those who claim a high commitment to the literal rendering of scripture. In the ancient world, for example, the
above-mentioned Syriac revision of the New Testament prepared
by Thomas of Harkel in the early seventh century is clearly intend6  Priscilla Papers • Vol. 19, No. 1 • Winter 2005

ed as an ultra-literal representation of the Syriac and Greek texts
available to the reviser.¹² Thomas certainly had access to manuscripts attesting apokueo,
apokueoœ “give birth”—in fact, all extant Greek
manuscripts from the time of Thomas support this reading (the
variant poieo,
poieoœ “make,” is unknown until the eleventh century).
Similarly, in more recent times the English Standard Version
has shrouded the birth imagery of James 1:18 with the translation, “he brought us forth.” The translators nevertheless make
the following claim:
The esv is an “essentially literal” translation that seeks as far as
possible to capture the precise wording of the original text.…As
such, its emphasis is on “word-for-word” correspondence.…
Thus it seeks to be transparent to the original text, letting the
reader see as directly as possible the structure and meaning of
the original.…As an essentially literal translation, then, the esv
seeks to carry over every possible nuance of meaning in the
original words of Scripture into our own language.¹³
In conclusion, we do well to remind ourselves that metaphors
mirror meaning and imagery influences interpretation. It is,
therefore, the responsibility of those who bring scripture into
modern hands and minds to take these metaphors and images
seriously. In the case of James 1:18—where the Father of lights
gives birth—this responsibility has too often been avoided.
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